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What is a Smart City?
The migration from rural to urban areas is increasing across the world. By 2050, about 70 % of the world’s population will be living in urban
areas.
A smart city is an urban region equipped with basic infrastructure to provide a decent quality of life and a clean and sustainable environment through application of some smart solutions. A smart city is typically highly advanced in terms of overall infrastructure, sustainable real
estate, communications and market viability.
In a smart city, economic development and activity is sustainable and rationally incremental by virtue of being based on success-oriented
market drivers such as supply and demand. They benefit everybody, including citizens, businesses, the government and the environment.

What makes a city „smart“?
Quality water supply
Uninterrupted power supply
 Sanitation and solid waste management
 Efficient mobility and public transport
 Affordable housing
 Robust IT connectivity
 E-governance
 Sustainable environment
 Safety and security
 Health and education



Hensel - a part of a Smart City
Wherever environmental influences, dust and humidity require a particulary sophisticated installation technology, Hensel with its innovative
solutions enables the reliable and safe distribution of engergy.
The range of modern electrical installation and power distribution systems for national and international applications has made Hensel into
one of the market leaders in the distribution of electrical energy in the low voltage sector.
With vision into a secure future generation
“Sustainability” for Hensel means being responsible in the sense of preserving resources and avoiding the use of hazardous materials
(RoHS). An environmental management system is exactly the same practice as restraining company practices due to associated risks by
using a risk management system.

DK Cable Juction boxes
1.5-240 mm², IP 54-67

Safe product solutions
for Photovoltaic plants
conforming to standards

Mi Power Distribution boards
up to 630 A, IP 54-65

KV Small-type distribution boards
up to 63 A, 3-54 modules,
IP 54-65

Distribution boards with door
up to 250 A, IP 66
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